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Winthrop Center: A Bet on the World’s Largest Passive House 

Kathy MacNeil (MSRED 88’) went into the real estate business working as a project manager for a 
general contractor. After graduating from the MIT Center for Real Estate with a Master in Science of Real 
Estate Development in 1988, she worked at a local Boston condo and office development firm, Macomber 
Development Associates (MDA), doing construction management, financial pro forma analysis, 
negotiating contracts and leases, and permitting. In 1998, MDA merged with Millennium Partners (MP), a 
New York-based luxury condo developer. MP brought in luxury condo premium branding andequity, while 
MDA provided Boston area development expertise and resources. As one of the founding partners of the 
MP Boston office, MacNeil has led the construction of every MP building in Boston for over past 20 years. 
She is one of the few female developers in Boston who is willing to take risks to create places and shape 
Boston’s skyline. In 2022, MacNeil is leading the construction of the $1.3 billion mixed-use Winthrop 
Center in downtown Boston that at construction peak had a crew of about 400 workers on-site every day. 

Millennium Partners and its Business Model

Millennium Partners (MP) was founded in 1991 by Christopher Jeffries, Philip Aarons, and Philip 
Lovett. In their first deal, a four-building development adjacent to Lincoln Center in Manhattan, they 
pioneered the prototype of a new concept in mixed-use, urban living and entertainment centers. Over the 
years, MP set their sights on key gateway cities across the United States, focusing on developing luxury 
condominiums, five-star hotels, a sports club facility, and retail as part of landmark mixed-use 
developments. Recognizing the value and services that a leading hotel brand can bring to condominium 
development, MP chose two prestigious hotel operators, the Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company LLC and Four 
Seasons Hotels & Resorts, to be its partners in development and operation. With these projects, MP created 
a new investment vehicle to provide equity capital. The resulting financial structure included a consortium 
of German financial institutions, such as ERGO, Provinzial Wuerttembergische, AXA Colonia Immobilien 
AG, Energie Baden Württemberg AG, as well as Goldman Sachs' Whitehall Fund and George Soros’ 
Quantum Realty Fund.  

As the business matured, the MP brand started to have some cachet and no longer needed the hotel 
component. The hotel portfolio had its risks and rewards that did not necessarily follow the “get in and get 
out” model for condominiums. After bringing five-star service for luxury residences with the acclaimed 
hotel brands Ritz-Carlton and Four Seasons, MP applied its core values and key learnings to the creation 
of residential-only buildings. In the making of One Charles Street Condominiums in Boston (completed in 
2004), MP started to develop and sell condominiums without a hotel brand.  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Lecturer Zhengzhen Tan prepared this case. This case is developed from published sources and interviews. Funding for the 
development of this case was provided by MIT. The case was developed solely as the basis for class discussion. Cases are not 
intended to serve as endorsements, sources of primary data, or illustrations of effective or ineffective management.  
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Since the 2000s, with a strong brand premium and a global base of buyers, MP has grown its build-
and-sell luxury high-rise condominiums business in New York City, Boston, San Francisco, Washington 
DC, and Miami. Their product strategies inform the decisions on unit mix, design, finishes, amenities, and 
importantly, residential property operation and services to ensure that the maximum intrinsic development 
value of the site is realized. MP also owns and operates a portfolio worth over $4 billion in commercial real 
estate in the US as of 2020, all of which are part of their mixed-use condominium developments.  

Between 1998 and 2016, MacNeil and her team at MP Boston have developed and sold over 1,300 
luxury condominium homes in four major mixed-use developments in downtown Boston: 10 St. James 
Street (1998), where they leased all the offices prior to completing construction; the Ritz Tower on Avery 
Street (completed in 2001); One Charles Street Condominiums (completed in 2004), and Millennium Place 
(completed in 2013), where 256 condos were sold in 18 months. Their fourth major development in 
downtown Boston is the $700 million, 975,000 sq. ft. speculative 60-story Millennium Tower with adjacent 
office building, which was acquired in 2013 (See Exhibit 1 for the MP’s four major developments in Boston.) 
Millennium Tower, the high rise (680’) has 442 luxury condo units with lower floor retail, Pabu restaurant, 
Old Navy, and Primark. It broke the record in the nation’s condo sales by both speed and price per square 
foot outside of Manhattan. Fortuitous timing and perfect execution made it one of MP’s most profitable 
investments. The exceptional return on Millennium Tower provided a solid foundation for MP Boston to 
take on the $1.3 billion Winthrop Center, which was the biggest real estate development in Boston as of 
2020. The nature of this project dovetailed with MP’s core competencies.  

115 Winthrop Square Request for Proposal 

The 115 Winthrop Square (aka 115 Federal Street) site is located in the heart of the Boston financial 
district. The site parcel is approximately 47,738 square feet, and was formerly an above-grade parking 
structure. It was owned by the City of Boston. The City of Boston has requested the Boston Redevelopment 
Authority’s (BRA”s) assistance in issuing a Request for Proposal (RFP) for development of the property. 
In 2015, BRA issued an RFP proposal with a detailed set of requirements and criteria. The City of Boston 
received competitive bids from six well-established developers: MP, Accordia Partners, HYM Investment 
Group, Lendlease, TransNational Properties, and Trinity Financial. MP won the RFP bid in November 2016, 
with a purchase price offer of $160 million, among which $102 million went to the land purchase with $58 
million payable over time from residential sales proceeds.1 The unbeatable price coupled with MP Boston's 
proven record of delivering four successful major developments in the Boston CBD made it an easy decision 
for the City.  

MP’s proposed development plan is a 1.9 million gross square foot mixed-use development. It features 
a 691-foot-tall residential tower with 321 residential units (approximately 510,000 sellable square feet) atop 
a commercial podium base that consists of approximately 800,000 rentable square feet of office space, 
23,000 square feet of office amenity space, and 32,000 square feet of residential amenity space (Exhibit 
2).2

In September 2018, after obtaining the permits and almost three years from original interest with the 
back and forth on shadow law issues, the design, going through the City of Boston permitting process, 
known as Article 80, and the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) review, MP closed on the 
land using its own equity. In October 2018, it broke ground without any pre-leasing of the office space or 

1 See all six bid submissions, including MPs’ on 115 Winthrop Square at: http://www.bostonplans.org/work-with-
us/procurement/rfp-listing-page?id=78.  
2 The data are from the most recent development plan as of November 2021. The development plan has evolved from its 2016 
RFP to the first set of permits in August 2018 and then a revised permit in 2021.  
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pre-sales of the residences, the same conditions under which it commenced construction on Millennium 
Tower. The development was scheduled to be completed for office occupancy in three-and-a-half years. 
After groundbreaking, MP immediately began the pre-leasing process, engaging CBRE as the exclusive 
commercial broker. The strategy was to obtain a construction loan later based on the assumption that a 
better rate and more favorable terms would be achieved after securing anchor tenants. See Exhibit 3 for the 
capital structure.  

Evolution of Sustainability in Boston (2000-2021) 

In 2000, the United States Green Building Council (USGBC) established the Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) rating system. The LEED green building campaign did a good job of 
promoting the rating system to corporate America. Corporate tenants’ demands, together with the regulatory 
push of building codes, drove the LEED rating system adoption by developers. Developers began paying 
attention to green building ideas and “sustainability” issues. They started hiring consultants to understand 
“green” buildings; and wanted to highlight “green” amenities, although it is always a balancing between 
the costs and benefits. In 2007, the City of Boston adopted Article 37 into the zoning code, which requires 
all projects to achieve at minimum the rating that the building is LEED certified. It became the first city in 
the US to mandate a green building rating system (LEED) through municipal zoning requirements. Most 
cities only mandate LEED for public buildings. Other municipalities utilize LEED as incentives, such as 
property tax credit, exemption, density bonus, expedited permitting process, grants, and permit fee 
reductions. Asset managers and investors, on the other hand, always trade off greenness with financial 
return goals with fiduciary responsibilities. 

In Massachusetts, after the 2008 recession, a suite of environmental efforts became legislated, 
including vehicle fuel standards, funds to promote jobs in clean energy, a fund to restore marine habitats, 
and the promotion of clean biofuels. To top off these initiatives was the Global Warming Solutions Act 
(GWSA) of 2008, which requires the Commonwealth to establish economy-wide greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions reduction targets, including a 25% reduction from all sectors of the economy below the 1990 
baseline emission level by 2020, and at least an 80% reduction by 2050. Politicians, the electorate, and the 
business community agree that climate change is real. Boston is introducing stringent policies, taxes, and 
regulations to further climate goals. In 2011, the City of Boston instituted the E+ Green Building initiative, 
which is designed to demonstrate the feasibility of LEED Platinum certified housing. In 2013, Boston 
enacted the Building Energy Reporting and Disclosure Ordinance (BERDO), requiring large buildings to 
report their annual energy and water use to the City. Boston’s updated 2019 Climate Action Plan contains 
GHG emission targets for existing large buildings, and a transition to zero net carbon for new construction. 
It requires large- and medium-sized buildings to report their annual energy and water use.  

In 2000, when MP Boston developed its first project, the Ritz-Carlton Hotel & Tower, MacNeil did 
not recall any conversation about sustainability. As the city zoning evolved and climate change became a 
political issue, One Charles Street, Millennium Place, and Millennium Tower were all LEED certifiable as 
mandated by municipal zoning code Article 37. When Winthrop Center was initiated in 2016, the focus on 
sustainability became the centerpiece of the project.  

MP’s RFP: Sustainability Paradigm 

In MP’s Letter of Interest to the City of Boston on April 2016, MP’s founder and chairman Chris 
Jeffries wrote: “The project will be a market leader in sustainability and resiliency and be designed to meet 
the more extreme climatic conditions anticipated in the future. We will explore a host of measures in the 
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initial design process, from chilled beams in the office areas to heat exchangers between uses, a high-
performance façade, variable refrigerant flow, displacement ventilation systems, greywater systems, 
thoughtful daylighting, operable windows, smart metering, master switches, and more.”  

Richard Baumert, principal partner at MP Boston, had a vision for the Winthrop Center to be a next 
generation building. Baumert was inspired by a trip to the Edge building in Amsterdam, a 40,000-square-
meter Amsterdam headquarters for the consulting firm Deloitte, deemed in 2015 as the “greenest” in the 
world. The Edge achieved a Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Methodology 
(BREEAM) new construction certification of Outstanding and a score of over 98 out of 100 points. 
BREEAM is an approach for assessing and rating the sustainability of buildings that takes into consideration 
criteria such as energy and water use, transport links, materials used and waste management processes. 
Baumert said: “With 800,000 square feet of office space, we need every competitive advantage we could 
possibly find. How are we going to market this building effectively to bring in prospective tenants? Doing 
something that no one's ever done before is a start. We were introduced by Handel Architect who had 
experience in doing the passive house. We want this building to be better than others. We started looking 
at all these different examples around the world, including the Edge building in Amsterdam.” 

MP’s RFP submission stated: “Our goal is to set a new bar for market-rate, commercial building 
sustainable design performance. Buildings have a 50-100+ year immediate and long-term impact on the 
environment. The most important component to get right from the outset is a robust exterior envelope. 
Meeting LEED Platinum will address many of the other important environmental impacts like water usage, 
recycling and renewable materials, and building operating procedures. But setting a very high standard for 
low energy consumption will have the largest impact over time. It is anticipated that, if successful in 
meeting these standards, the energy use reduction compared to a comparable commercial office building 
will be approximately 50-70%.”  

Besides achieving LEED Platinum certification as desired by the City, MP’s RFP submission targeted 
a significant portion of the project to meet Passive House standards (Exhibit 4). Passive House is a 
designation that started in Europe that has a similar intent as LEED certification, but with a much more 
focused attention on extreme reduction in energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, and the health 
and wellness of its occupants. It is the most rigorous protocol for energy use reduction in the world.  

Designing to Passive House standards will drastically reduce Winthrop Center’s greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions, making the building well-positioned to help the City of Boston meet its stringent GHG emissions 
reductions targets. Passive building principles can be applied to all building typologies — from single-
family homes to multifamily apartment buildings, offices, and skyscrapers. However, Passive House had 
not been tried in the large-scale office typology. When certified, the Winthrop Center is slated to be the 
largest Passive House office building in the world. 

The idea of Passive House was brought to MP by their architect Handel Architects. Handel Architects 
has designed the House at Cornell Tech — a 26-story, 250,000 square feet, 352-unit residential high rise 
that houses about 530 graduate students, faculty, and staff (see Exhibit 5). In 2016, the House was the 
largest and tallest residential building in the world built to Passive House standards. MacNeil said: “The 
success and learning from the House at Cornel Tech took some risk away from our Passive House proposal 
for the Winthrop Center design. But there was still uncertainty to get it delivered and certified. Also, we 
will have to educate potential tenants as no tenants today would show up and say ‘I want to be in a passive 
house building’.” 

Blake Middleton, a partner at Handel Architects, said: “Passive House is a high level of building 
energy performance. It has never been done on this scale (Winthrop Center) before. In a few years, all 
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buildings may have this level of performance, but this is the first one.” 

MP wants to be successful at developing for the future at a time when the future has not yet arrived. 
The secret is delivering a product that might be a little bit ahead of the curve but would create the market. 
To bring such a sustainable vision from an idea to a reality, the MP Boston team (see Figure 1) considered 
making a bold move to drive the market. Creating the market is a very different play than reacting to what 
the market currently wants.  

Figure 1: Winthrop Center Development Team at Millennium Partners 

The Boston Office Market 

The downtown Boston office market encompasses more than 500 buildings totaling 85 million square 
feet, with more than 52 million SF of that classified as Class A in three major submarkets: CBD, Back Bay, 
and Seaport. As of 2019, the average asking rents surpass $70 PSF gross. 2018 had a record of over 2.39 
million SF of total net absorption.  

As of 2019, there were six projects totaling 3.7 million SF under construction including Winthrop 
Center, of which 57% of the total SF had been leased prior to the start of construction. Another 2 million 
SF has been permitted but has not yet commenced construction (Exhibit 6a). The benefits of new 
construction include highly efficient floor plates, higher-quality amenities, state-of-the-art infrastructure, 
sustainable features, and higher ceilings. Both growing and established companies are willing to pay 
premium rents for new construction based on the more efficient floor plates, ability to chart growth, and 
higher-quality amenities. The recent new construction additions to the CBD submarket (One Post Office 
Square, One Congress Street, and Winthrop Center) have resulted in 16.8% asking rent growth year-over-
year. Exhibit 6b is a sampling of recently completed leasing deals in 2019. Most leases typically start 
negotiations 12-18 months prior to signing and may not fully capture the rent growth over the past 12 
months. Exhibit 6c is a sampling of landlord issued proposals in 2019. The Boston office market demand 
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can be attributed to the diversity of industries due to the regenerative nature of the Boston area economy, 
that finds its roots in the region’s world class universities and skilled workforce. Once dominated by 
financial institutions, insurance companies, and law firms, Boston now hosts several technology and life 
sciences companies, including Amazon, Aptiv, Draftkings, Rapid7, Parametric Technologies, Alexion 
Pharmaceuticals, and Foundation Medicine. All signed leases in 2018-2019 for a total of approximately 1.8 
million SF. State Street Corporation, Bank of America, Acadian Asset Management, Boston Private Bank, 
Ameriprise, Loomis Sayles, Eaton Vance, GMO, and Fidelity Investments have recently signed leases or 
are touring the market for approximately 2.8 million SF. Exhibit 6d shows recent or anticipated capital 
market deals to be completed in the Boston market.  

The Boston Condominium Market 

Winthrop Center will be one of the two tallest residential buildings in Boston. Its residential apartments 
range from 900 – 5,000 square feet including penthouses, over 27 residential floors (see Exhibit 7 for unit 
mix). The project has been planned to appeal to each of the residential market segments: primary homes, 
secondary homes, and investments. As of 2019, there are four comparable developments, one in Back Bay 
and the others in the Seaport, which are in active sales or near initial closing (see Exhibit 8). One Dalton 
Street is the most relevant, comparable to Winthrop Center. It is in the Back Bay. Its first residential floor 
is floor 21 sitting above a Four Seasons hotel. The thirty-seven residential floors rise to over 700 feet. It 
was expected to average approximately $3,000 PSF upon completion of sales. With the pace of sales in 
these four luxury buildings, it is anticipated that One Dalton Street and Pier 4 will be substantially sold out 
and Echelon 1 and 2 will have 50-100 units remaining to sell when Winthrop Center commences sales in 
the spring of 2022. Winthrop Center’s primary competition will be future developments. Two developments 
are currently being built but have not yet commenced sales and three more are approved but have not started 
construction. At the government center, a full block development consisting of One Congress, a 1,000,000 
square foot office building and an adjacent 480-foot-tall residential tower with 368 rental apartments and 
55 condominiums on the top floors, is currently under construction. The sales program is expected to begin 
shortly at a sales price reported to be $2,500 per square foot on average. Raffles, a high-end hotel and condo 
project in the Back Bay, is under construction and will also compete with Winthrop Center. 

The MP Boston marketing team thinks there are several factors that would give Winthrop Center an 
advantage over its competitors. First is its location in the CBD, which is a desirable residential location that 
can compete with the Back Bay, South End, and Seaport. Of equal importance are the panoramic views of 
the city skyline. Extraordinary views are generally acknowledged to be the most sought-after attribute of a 
luxury residence. The unobstructed views south and west toward the Common, Public Garden, or Charles 
River, and north and east to the harbor and center city skyline, will give this development a unique 
advantage. Secondly, associated with the quality is the reputation of MP Boston as one of the pre-eminent 
developers of luxury residences. Finally, the twenty-sixth floor club would contain amenities for the private 
use of the residents. The La Vie program and its 32,000 square feet will include such features such as 
resident dining, fitness dining, owners lounge, library, game room, swimming pool, and outdoor terrace. 
The Club with its associated social La Vie program will set the project apart from its competitors. 

Design Development: From RFP to Construction 

After MP won the RFP bid in 2016, MP Boston worked through the design development to get the 
final permit. During the design development stage, key sustainability decisions needed to be made and the 
scope be finalized so that the construction budget would be locked and the construction loan be secured. 
Once design development concluded and the project was under construction, changes would be costly and 
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disruptive, potentially delaying delivery and affecting returns. 

MacNeil and her team needed to prioritize the sustainability features of the Winthrop Center, and 
decide which costs to add or deduct. To design a significant portion of the project to meet various 
sustainability criteria, they needed to plan carefully. Building a Passive House required more financial 
investment with uncertainty. Cost pressures were mounting as the development team kept discovering that 
the building’s costs were higher than expected.  

Brad Mahoney, Director of Sustainable Development of MP Boston said: “The nature of the project is 
a competitive RFP to the City. The challenge in putting the RFP together was making a lot of decisions 
about the project ahead of time. Usually, developers don't want to spend too much money on design when 
you don't know if you have the project. In the RFP, we had the idea of sustainability, diversity and equity 
— setting benchmarks for diversity not only in the construction trades but also for minority business 
enterprises and women business enterprises in design and operations of the building. The design teams as 
well as operations, try to benchmark Passive House to set us apart, in addition to the purchase price. At the 
RFP stage, we didn't exactly know where the passive house would be applied. Would it be in the residential? 
Would it be only in the office? In the following design development stage (2016-2018), we had a lot of 
different iterations about what the building would look like, what the sustainability standard for different 
programs would be. There's a lot of work on the pro forma behind the scenes.” 

Sustainable Building Standards: Passive House and LEED 

Originating in Germany, Passive House is a rigorous performance-based sustainability and comfort 
standard that results in significant energy reductions and healthier interior environments. The Passive House 
Institute (PHI), based in Darmstadt, Germany, offers its certification to structures that pass a stringent on-
site “pressure test.” A passive building is designed and built-in accordance with building science principles. 
A passive building comprises a set of design principles used to attain a quantifiable and rigorous level of 
energy efficiency within a specific quantifiable comfort level. "Optimize your gains and losses based on 
climate'' summarizes the approach (Exhibit 9). The basic theory behind a Passive House building is 
straightforward. A Passive House has a heavily insulated, tightly sealed building envelope, combined with 
energy-efficient mechanical equipment, which dramatically reduce the energy needed for heating, cooling, 
and ventilation. Both solar heat gain and internal heat loss must be minimized, while maximizing the reach 
of natural light into the deep office floor plates. As the Passive House envelope, the curtainwall design 
employs a robust, triple glazed insulated glass window unit coupled with glass spandrel panels to obtain an 
average R-value of 7.35 BTU/hr/ft²/°F. To reduce energy loss, all connections between the exterior wall 
and the interior structure are thermally broken to minimize heat loss through thermal bridging, and all panel 
joints are gasketed and sealed to prevent air leakage. The highly insulated spandrel glass panels are designed 
with a unique fritted pattern that ties aesthetically to the brick and terracotta of neighboring buildings. 
Passive design strategy carefully models and balances a comprehensive set of factors including heat 
emissions from appliances and occupants to keep the building at comfortable and consistent indoor 
temperatures throughout the heating and cooling seasons.  

• As a result, the Passive House office program will reduce energy use by approximately 50%-70%
compared to the average Boston office building (per City of Boston BERDO data). In addition to
energy efficiency, Passive House buildings offer long-term benefits, including:

• Passive house design reduces the size of the HVAC equipment while allowing for more fresh air
and superior indoor air quality.
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• Superinsulation and airtight construction provide thermal and acoustical comfort even in extreme
weather.

• A comprehensive systems approach to modeling, design, and construction produces resilient and
durable buildings.

• Passive building principles offer the path to net zero and net positive buildings by minimizing the
load that renewables are required to provide.

The LEED rating system complements the Passive House standard by addressing environmental 
impacts like water usage, recycling, materials use and sourcing, and building operating procedures. LEED 
is one of the many widely adopted rating systems that focused only on operating process and management 
practices, not on performance outcomes until its 2019 v4 launch (Exhibit 10). The USGBC published the 
LEED Green Building Rating System (Version 2) in 2000. It was not until 2019 that version 4 of LEED 
emphasizes performance monitoring, fully integrated design, social equity, and human health factors. 
Version 4 is designed to up the ante with a more flexible, performance-based approach that calls for 
measurable results throughout a building’s life cycle. Thirty percent of LEED credit points are based on 
energy, while Passive House is 100% focused on energy. Passive House helps to get a bulk of points in 
LEED Platinum certification and became the main driver for achieving LEED Platinum. In other words, if 
the office or residential part can achieve the Passive House standard, there is no question it would attain 
LEED Platinum certification as well. 

Pro Forma 

MacNeil worked with Suffolk Construction, the manager of the construction, on the project pro forma 
and budget with construction costs, which is the largest component of the development budget for the 
Winthrop Center (see Exhibit 11 for the project pro forma). 

The cost premium for a Passive House is between 3%-10% based on the literature. MacNeil and her 
team believed that their premium would be towards the low end since MP Boston has always designed and 
budgeted a premium façade design. The rough estimate of Passive House and LEED Platinum was about 
$14 per square foot (see Exhibit 12). The soft cost such as extra design iteration with architects was not so 
black and white. It was tricky to budget with interim design, because it was evolving. Over her real estate 
construction career, MacNeil has learned to embrace flexibility and agility. She said: “We were fully 
engaged in the permitting process with design changes to address stakeholders' comments. You learn 
something new and find a better way to be able to give the government and the community what they want. 
If you're not fully engaged with a willingness to bring your engineer and your architect on. You're going to 
be behind. Some people try not to pay the architect a lot of money until after they get their permits because 
nothing's guaranteed. You have to put that investment in, especially now that the permitting has gotten more 
analytical on the sustainability side. You have to know what mechanical system you're going to use in order 
to complete that greenhouse gas analysis. Therefore, you have your design a little further along than you 
might like, which means you have to spend more money on your design. To me, that's good money spent. 
Because when you finally finish the permitting, you're ahead in the design process. By the time we finished 
permitting, we had a good set of documents. We knew what we were going to build. It saves us time by 
doing it in parallel.”  

On the one hand, the cost premium of Passive House and LEED Platinum seemed insensitive to the 
scope of the whole project. Should they aim for Passive House and LEED Platinum for both the offices and 
residential component? On the other hand, quantifying the benefits was much tougher than quantifying the 
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costs. High energy efficiency investment is usually reflected in lower operating costs with energy savings. 
However, MacNeil’s pro forma underwrote the office building as a triple net lease, which means the benefits 
of energy savings could not be captured by the developer. MP believed that it was going to get higher rents 
in the long term, as the value of carbon reduction just entered the discussion in the jurisdiction. They 
planned to hold onto the office building for the foreseeable future.  

To deliver for the future requires the vision to understand where the global community is going and 
projecting ahead. The bet was not just a matter of if the market would react positively, but also a matter of 
when. 

Delivery 

To meet the high bar for Passive House energy performance, the exterior envelope must meet rigorous 
design standards and quality control during installation. The three aspects of the Passive House building — 
the envelope, the ventilation system, and the heating and cooling system — were the trickiest to design and 
construct properly. MacNeil said: “Views sell offices. The market wants big beautiful windows. But it has 
to be a Passive House. Managing this trade off involves a lot of back and forth on the design. How can we 
get big, beautiful windows and still be a Passive House? Insulation levels of walls of Passive House are 
generally in the range of R-40 to R-60 for walls. This is in conflict with maximizing views. The designers 
have to figure out how to achieve the value and still have a view. On the north and south sides of the 
Winthrop site the views were compromised due to neighboring building.  It made sense to insert more solid 
walls on these elevations, in order to get the overall R-value of the wall to the level that a passive house 
requires. Views also sell condos. The ability to do a Passive House in the residential portion was much 
more challenging.” 

The Passive House threshold for vision glass is in the 40% to 50% range. Window specifications are 
also demanding. A common specification is for U=0.15 (0.8 W/m2 K) or less for windows. To approach 
these targets, windows need to have non-conductive frames (vinyl, wood, or fiberglass) and triple glazing, 
low-e coatings, and gas. It is very difficult to find commercially-available operable windows that can 
achieve these specifications, and imported Passive House-certified windows reportedly cost about twice as 
much ($90-$100 per square foot) as much more readily available triple glazed fiberglass windows (R6 at 
$50/sf). 

Brad Mahoney said: “Handel Architect’s project in the House at Cornell Tech was 250,000 square feet. 
To scale it to 800,000 square feet was already a big risk with design and construction challenges and 
uncertainty, not to mention the full 1.8 million square foot building. It would be a chunk too big to bite off. 
For any team that has never done this before. There was inherent fear of the unknown. The biggest fear 
mongering in the industry came from the construction management. They would ask “Why do we have to 
try something new and take the risk?”  

MacNeil opted for a guaranteed maximum price (GMP) contract with the construction firm. The 
contractor was compensated for actual costs incurred plus a fixed fee, limited to a maximum price. The 
contractor would be responsible for cost overruns greater than the guaranteed maximum price, unless the 
GMP increased by a formal change order. Savings resulting from unexpectedly low costs would be returned 
to the client. The developer carried less risk in a GMP contract as contractors are responsible for cost 
overruns. When done well, there is also less risk of paying for inadequate supplies or work because the 
schedule of value details the jobs the contractor must complete and the materials to be used. It also mitigates 
accounting challenges, as changes are minimal. GMP contracts would increase contractors' financial risk 
as they would be on the hook if costs exceed the maximum price allowed.  
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In addition to cost risk, there is also performance risk. What if the curtain wall does not perform well? 
What if they are not able to find a curtain wall vendor that is able to partner at this scale? Mahoney said: 
“The construction team wants business as usual, more than anyone else in the industry. We all depend on 
them. It's a lot of finding the right team and the right people to engage in innovation. This is intangible, 
tough to quantify and to put in a pro forma. But it is very essential when you're trying something new.” 

Electrification 

Passive House buildings present a great opportunity to reduce the use of natural gas lines and go all 
electric, due in part to Passive House requiring extremely low heating and cooling demands. This, coupled 
with the cost savings of not having to install a gas line, makes Passive House buildings great candidates for 
a simple transition to an all-electric building. All-electric buildings are the easiest path towards a net zero-
carbon built environment, when electric usage is offset with renewables. By avoiding natural gas and 
pairing all-electric energy with Passive House specifications, buildings can achieve even better energy 
efficiency, lower energy bills, higher indoor air quality, less risk of fire, higher comfort levels, and better 
performance. Heat pumps can be up to 250% more efficient (and up to 500% more efficient in some water 
heating applications) relative to the combustion of natural gas. However, designing and building an all-
electric building has economic, architectural, and behavioral challenges.  

From an economic standpoint, heat pumps for heating/cooling and water heating, LED lighting, and 
induction ranges can potentially add a premium to the already constrained budget, although this may be 
tempered with the cost savings of the improved energy efficiency over time. As a mixed-use building, gas 
emissions are from boilers serving both the residential units above and the offices below. What does this 
look like from a space perspective? Should they do it just for the residential units and not for the offices, 
when real estate is at a premium? How about locating all of the heating and natural gas boilers on the same 
floor to service the space up and down? Will it take away both sellable and rentable square feet in the pro 
forma? Do they increase the number of transformers that provide the electricity? Would they spend more 
money on all electric boilers? 

The team debated if the office should go with total electrification since the heating load is low with 
the Passive House specifications. Does that push to a different mechanical system for the offices and for 
the residential unit? Electrification requires a system called variable refrigerant flow (VRF). The team was 
concerned with all the big unknowns, as well as the risks associated with the new VRF technology across 
800,000 square feet of offices as it might not work as efficiently in the winter in Boston.  

The main behavioral change of going all-electric in residential units is letting go of the gas cooktop. 
This is likely the biggest hurdle to removing gas as people like cooking on a gas range. 

MacNeil wondered: “We already have to sell the new concept of Passive House, which is an 
environmentally-friendly, high-performance building, to a very traditional market that only has LEED 
ingrained in their heads. Should we be careful with how many new things we are educating ourselves and 
clients on and selling?”  

MacNeil, Mahoney, and the rest of the team have to hit big numbers to pay for such a high level of 
sustainability. They also have to deliver Winthrop Center on time and on budget. That is a very risky 
approach without any signed leases. The risk also involves the macro economy: Where are interest rates 
going to be? Where's regulation going? How are tenants going to use the office space? Are they going to 
care that the office space is sustainable?  
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Exhibit 1: MP Boston Projects (2000-2021) 

© Millennium Partners. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative 
Commons license. For more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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Exhibit 2: 2016 MP’s RFP: Winthrop Center Program 

© Millennium Partners. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons 
license. For more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 
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Exhibit 3: Winthrop Center Development Source 

© Millennium Partners. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative 
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Exhibit 4: 2016 Millennium Partner’s submission to RFP 
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Exhibit 5: The House at Cornel Tech 

Exhibit 6a: Boston Office Market: Major Projects 
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Exhibit 6b: Boston Office Market: Sample Completed Leasing Deals (2020) 

Exhibit 6c: Boston Office Market: Sample Landlord Issued Proposals (2020) 
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Exhibit 6d: Boston Office Market: Sample Landlord Issued Proposals (2020) 

 Exhibit 7: Winthrop Center Condo Unit Mix (2019) 

Exhibit 8: Boston Luxury Condominium Market (2019) 
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Exhibit 9: Passive House Principles 

© Building Energy Exchange. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative 
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Exhibit 10: LEED-NC Criteria

Table from Aydin Tabrizi, "LEED as a Green Rating System and the Importance of Moving to NZEB,"
2021. License: CC BY.
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Exhibit 11: Winthrop Center’s Pro Forma 
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Exhibit 12: Winthrop Center’s Interim Design: Cost Estimates 
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